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M.A.  (THIRD - SEMESTER)
EXAMINATION, Dec. - Jan, 2021-22

(Sociology)
PAPER XIII

(Perspective of Study to Indian Society-I)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 80
[Minimum Pass marks : 16

 
Note : Attempt all sections as directed.



Section - A



(Objective/Multiple Choice Questions)

 

Note : Attempt all the questions.



Choose the correct answer.

P.T.O.
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1.  

A

B 

C

D

Who has given the Racial Theory of the origin of caste?

(A) Herbert Rishle

(B) G.S. Ghurye

(C) Majumdar

(D) Dumont

2.    

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

''Komti'' Caste is releted to which village?

(A) Sadari

(B) Shamirpet

(C) Rampura

(D) All the above
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3. 

(A)  

(B)  

(C)  

(D) 

(E) (B)(C) 
Who expressed his views on Marxian Perspective?
(A) Karl Marx
(B) D.P. Mukherjee
(C) A.R. Desai
(D) All the above
(E) (B) and (C) Both

4. 

(A)  

(B)  

(C) 

(D) 

E BC
Write the name of sociologist who adopted Indology
perspective?
(A) K.M.Kapadia
(B) G.S. Ghurye
(C) Louis Dumont
(D) All the above

(E) (B) and (C) Both

P.T.O.
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5. 

(A)  

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Who has discussed 'Baniya caste'?

(A) N.K.Bose

(B) David Hardiman

(C) Surjeet Sinha

(D) All the above

6. 

(A) 

(B) 

(C)  

D

Who write "Caste, class and occupation"?

(A) S.C. Dube

(B) M.N. Shrinivas

(C) G.S. Ghurye

(D) A. R. Desai
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7. 

(A) 

(B) 

(C)  

(D) 

On What perspective does Louis Dumont express his
views?

(A) Marxian

(B) Civilizational

(C) Indological

(D) None of the above

8. 

(A)  

(B)  

(C)  

(D) 

Which caste group study by Louis Dumont-

(A) Parmai Vallar

(B) Parmai Kallar

(C) Okka Linga

(D) Lingayat

P.T.O.
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9.    

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Who write "Social Change in India"?

(A) S.C Dube

(B) Yogendra Singh

(C) B.C. Guha

(D) M.N. Shrinivas

10. 

(A)

(B)  

(C)  

(D)

(E)(A)(B)

Which of the following is related to Bombai School of
Sociology?

(A) Iravati Karve

(B) K.M. Kapadia

(C) G.S. Ghurye

(D) All of the above

(E) (A) and (B)  both
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11. 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Which sociological Perspective has adopted by David
Hardiman?

(A) Dalit Perspective

(B) Subaltern Perspective

(C) Cultural Perspective

(D) Structural - Functionalism

12. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

S.C. Dube has study of which village?

(A) Rampura

(B) Amirpet

(C) Shamirpet

(D) Shamipur

P.T.O.
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13. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Purushartha is :

(A) Dharma, Artha, Daan, Kama

(B) Artha, Dharma, Kama, Yagya

(C) Dharma, Artha, Moksha, Kama

(D) Kama, Dharma, Yagya, Daan

14. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Who converted his own Religion?

(A) B.S. Ambedkar

(B) B.R. Ambedkar

(C) A.R. Desai

(D) All the above
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15. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D) 

Who developed the concept of Bhumij-Kshatriya
Continium?

(A) A. M. Shah

(B) Surjeet Sinha

(C) David Hardiman

(D) N. K. Bose

16.  

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)   

'Book - ''The Kamar'' is written by whom?

(A) T.B. Nayak

(B) Surjeet Sinha

(C) S.C. Dube

(D) L.P. Vidyarthi

P.T.O.
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17. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Who has given the religious theory of the origin of caste?

(A) Louis Dumont

(B) J. H. Hatton

(C) D. N. Majumdar

(D) Hocart and Sonart

18.           


(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Who is of the opinion that rivers have played an impor-
tant role in the development of civilization?

(A)N. K. Bose

(B)J. C.Bose

(C)Surjeet Sinha

(D)A.R. Desai
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19. 

(A)

(B) 

(C)

(D)

(E)(A)  (B) 

Who is mentioned in "Homo Hierarchicus"?

(A) Caste System

(B) Varna System

(C) Change in Caste

(D) All the above

(E) (A) and (B) both

20. 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Who has discussed the conflict of tradition?

(A) N. K. Bose

(B) A. R. Desai

(C) Karl Marx

(D) D. P. Mukherjee

P.T.O.
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Section - B



(Very short answer type questions)



 

Note : Answer all the questions

1. 

What do you understand by modernization?

2.  

Write the name of two books of Louis Domont.

3.     

Write four characteristics of Race.

4. 

Define Tradition.

5. 

What is civilization? Write two characteristics.

6.   

What is Domant Caste? Write two characteristics.

7. 

What is Marxism?

8. 

What is the Subaltern Perspective?
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Section - C



(Short answer type questions)



 

Note : Attempt all questions.

1.     

Write the basic postulates of Indology Perspective.

2. 

Write views of Louis Dumont on Caste System in India.

3.  

Write the view of D.P. Mukherjee on Indian Traditions.

4. 

Discuss the social background of Indian Nationalism.

5.     

Write four criticism of structural functionalism.

6.    

Write the basic Postulates of Civilizational Perspective.

7.  

Write note on Subaltern Perspective.

P.T.O.
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8.   

Write note on structural units of Shamirpet village.



Section - D



(Long answer type questions)



 

Note : Attempt all questions.

1. 

Discuss the contribution of G.S. Ghurye on Indian Sociol-
ogy.



Or



Write the views of Louis Dumont on Caste System
In india.

2. 

Describe the study of M.N. Srinivas's Rampura village.



Or
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Discuss the sociological contribution of S.C.Dube.

3. 

Discuss the contribution of D.P. Mukherjee on Marxian
perspective.



Or



Explain the contribution of A. R. Desai on nationalism in
India.

4.    

Write the views of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar on Caste System.



Or



Write the views of David Hardiman on "Devi Movement".

 


Write the views of Surjeet Sinha on primitive culture and
civilization in India



Or

P.T.O.
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Critically evaluate the Civilizational Perspective.


